Huskies Take
Over Marquette
By Stephen Whittaker
~ Daily Bull ~

At 6:30am as the sun began to peak over horizon, a
band of over two hundred
huskies marched into the
peaceful town of Marquette
carrying automatic weapons
and grenades. The scene
was pure chaos. Children,
seniors, college students
and the working class alike
were forced to stay in their
homes.
The huskies, after years of
being forced to pull sleds
for miles, sick and tired,
decided to take the town
of Marquette to use as a
bargaining chip to illegalize
the use of dogs as means of
transportation. They also demanded as reparations for
all the hardships they have
been put through. Some of
their demands include, free
doggy treats for life, paid vacations to Mexico, and free
healthcare (Veterinarian visits
get expensive).
...see Bitchy Bitches on back

Global Climate Changes
By Jon ‘Big O’ Mahan ~ Daily Bull

Well friends, fellows, countrymen, it
seems that the time has changed. For
whatever reason, the climate over last
night has changed, dramatically. How
has it changed? Well it seems that the
world has frozen over.
Yes, it seems that the
entire world now is
covered in snow and
ice, and hail. Cold
completely encompasses the entire
globe. For whatever
reason, scientists are
at a loss to explain
why the only place
unaffected seems to
be Houghton, Michigan

various band wagons to try and stake
out their claims to being right. Senate
and House Democrats are already
claiming that they’ve been right all along.
“This catastrophe is clearly because of
our failure to prevent
the carbon dioxide
buildup in the atmosphere, and because
of that, we have this,”
Barack Obama was
quoting as saying.

However, differing
opinions can already
be heard from the
right side of politics.
“See!? All this time
the democrats have
claimed that carbon
“It’s simply unexdioxide increases the
plainable. We have
temperature of the
Victoria’s Secret launches its new
no idea why, but it
earth, and yet, now
inuit line of lingerie. Designed to
help women stay warm, the new
seems that the once
we are frozen. Clearly
line has met terrible reception
bastion of subzero
the problem wasn’t
by male audiences. Sociologists
temperatures and predict, however, that within a few CO2!” Limbaugh was
endless feet of snow years showing arm will be the new quoted saying, with
showing cleavage.
has become a tropisimilar sound bytes
cal resort, or along
coming from Glenn
those lines,” commented a leading UN Beck, Sean Hannity, and other major
scientist. Despite happening only last talking heads for the Republican Party.
night, people are already jumping and

...see ICE ICE BABY on back

They got 358 years to prove Fermat’s Last
Theorem. Yet my homework due tomorrow?

Monday MAD LIBS

The Daily Bull presents: Monday Mad Libs! Each Monday, we’ll feature Mad Libs for you to fill out an enjoy. Plus, if you fill it out and
think yours is the best and most hilarious, submit it to us at bull@
mtu.edu - we might just feature it in one of our issues!
Here’s how it works: fill in these blanks. Then flip the Bull over to
see a paragraph with missing words - add yours! ta da!

MAD LIB 1: LOLiday
Noun.1: _________________________
Adjective.1: ______________________
Nouns.2: _________________________
Past Tense Verb.1: ________________
Noun.3: ________________________
Noun.4: __________________________
Place:
_____________________
Verb.1:
___________________
Verb.2:
__________________
Verb.3: ____________________
Verb.4:
__________________
Pronoun: __________________

Ha-haa! I’m so
witty ^_^

PIZZA
Starve a Cold,

Feed a Hangover

482-5100

won’t remember. Discount only on pizza and no extra discount
on specials or with a coupon. And no discounts if you piss us off!

So here we have pi squared,
which an engineer would call 10.
~ Frank King

The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like going back to classes!

10%
STUDENT DISCOUNT!
But you gotta ask for it and show us your MTU ID—because we
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However, one other voice out there
not getting much attention from any
media is the voice of Sen. Joe Lieberman. “I simply don’t know. We’ve
been told one thing, and another
thing happens, and it’s supposed
to be the same thing that was supposed to do another thing? Sounds
like hedging you’re bets, like if I said
that this gun was going to kill you, and
not kill you. If it kills you, the gun did
it. If it doesn’t, the gun did it. Sounds
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silly to me. I’ll wait for the evidence to
come in before I have any opinion on
what happened.”

MAD LIB 1: LOLeday

Brought to you by Jon “Big-O” Mahan

Have you ever been stuck in a __________noun.1? It’s a __________adjective 1 experience, let me tell you.
Chicago’s __________noun.2 is by far, the worst. My plane got __________past tense verb by __________noun.3!

In other related news, stocks of
Measly little __________same noun.3! In California, nothing short of a __________noun.4 storm would stop
North Face and South Butt equipour planes, yet, in __________place , a simple drizzle can totally __________verb 1 all air traffic! It’s ridicument seemed to have skyrocketed
overnight, as cold wear has become
lous. I will however __________verb 2 that I’ve never seen so much hospitality. A kind family from the
fashion. Victoria’s Secret is set to
area, offered to let me __________verb 3 with them from Wasau to Houghton. I don’t know how I can
release its latest and newest line of
“Inuit-Lingerie” full with faux fur, and
possibly __________verb 4 them, but, if __________pronoun is/are reading this, Thank You!
full body coverage for those cold
summer months.
...Bitchy Bitches from front
may not have happened many years ago, dogs have
The local citizens, terrified of the dogs’ scary teeth and been fighting for their liberties to dig up the garden,
automatic weapons, are being held as captives in the chase cats, fetch a ball, or to tear up couches. Many
town. A clear perimeter set up by
folks are concerned that if we let
the dogs has these people trapped
these animals have a few rights, they
and with limited food; as no one
might yet gains souls. After that,
can get in or out of the city, the situnothing could keep them under our
ation grows more dire by the minsway. Dogs driving cars? Dogs with
ute.
citizenship? These and more would
plague our fair nation. PETA has
Tentative peace talks with the presibeen pushing for these issues for
dent are hoped to relieve the issue,
years and likely sees this as a chance
but the situation appears to be grim
to further their agenda. As rumor
as the suddenly independent behas it, a large brown retriever with
havior on the huskies part has many
a top hat and a scar over one eye
people turned off to the whole idea
met with PETA agents before the
Mittens had pulled ONE TOO MANY
of dogs having rights. PETA, when SLEDS for ONE TOO MANY SCREAM- incident; the FBI is still looking into
reached for comment, was in full
possible connections.
ING KIDS. KABOOM!
By Ruben Garcia ~ Daily Bull
support of the wayward canines’
People of Michigan Tech. If you actions.
Clearly an agreement must be made soon as the food
where not aware, when coming
supply in Marquette will not last forever; who knows
back to Michigan Tech after a break Ever since the dogs wearing hats incident which may or how long it will be before the tension results in conflict.
the Cafe is open the Sunday before
break officially is over. While this is a der food, compliments of Res-Life. While this is an instance
good thing and most of you wicked- of Res-Life actually showing a soul, it is stupid for the Cafe
smart college kids already know this, to think that one poor man could handle the rush. I have
it seems that Michigan Tech has over- never seen a man make 4 quesadillas, 7 ham/cheese burglooked this simple fact. The Cafe was ers, 3 orders of fries and 2 orders of chicken strips all at
open this past Sunday, as usual, but once. Kudo’s to “H” as we will call him. Meanwhile, two
the great food-God had decided to people are standing at the cash register “ringing people
have only one person in charge of up”. I understand you want to keep the line moving, but
the grill. While this would be normal give the poor guy a break. It dosen’t take two people
for other times IT IS NOT ACCEPTABLE to make Bosco Sticks or pizza. Take out of wrapper, put
IF THE CAFE IS THE ONLY SOURCE OF in oven-thingy, wait untill it pops out, DONE! In the end,
FOOD ON CAMPUS! For God’s sake, kudo’s to the guys in the back, and Michigan Tech Cafeall RA’s had to check in there and or- runners, gain some common sense please.

Ruben Rants: Cafe!!

